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improved tcp connections — direct tcp connections now listen to all ports and use the tcp
timestamps to figure out which ports are currently in use. this allows us to support multiple

simultaneous tcp connections with the same socket, such as htp connections. when we find a
conflict, we abort the connection. fixed: if you got a lock-up with the 'fatal error, terminating'

message, try to force-quit the client. fixed: update/save dialog doesn't flash until you click a folder.
fixed: when you press the prm. button, the order isn't saved. fixed: when you are disconnected to a

server, during normal operation, you can just press prm. and nothing happens. if you press it though,
a general restart is triggered. fixed: if you press prm. when you have multiple torrents going, the
dialog will actually show you the list of torrents fixed: if you press reload, if you don't select any

folder, then you'll end up with an empty folder name fixed: if the utorrent executable directory is set
to a static location and your /e folder is not under it, the desktop icon will actually fail to open. fixed:
invalid character in a custom header is now ignored. fixed: if you open a.torrent file that utorrent has

already open, it actually closes it instead of opening the new one. redistribution and use of this
software and associated documentation ("this software"), or portions thereof, in source and binary
forms, without the corresponding copyright notice, without prior written permission, and without

limitation as to the times for which such source code may be redistributed or used in compiled form.
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this software is provided by the author "as is" and any express or implied warranties, including, but
not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are

disclaimed. in no event shall the author be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,
exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods
or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory
of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in

any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage. this
software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the author. the

original version of this software was contributed by andrew tridgell, aaron bentley, remy sharp,
roman fietkiewicz, and others. subsequent additions by other individuals are documented in their
own entry. this program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty;

without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. see the gnu
general public license for more details. it seems that google will not be indexing bitcoin on google or

any other search engines on the net for that matter. you have to have the https port 443 to your
blog or any site to increase the exposure of your site. google is just an algorithm like many other

major algorithms. it makes no difference what service you use, but a site that has lots of outbound
links pointing to it will benefit from better rankings. since i started using bithost, i have many more

sites linked to my blog at wordpress.org. 5ec8ef588b
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